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Since the coronavirus pandemic
hit the US economy in March 2020,
the Fed has set interest rates near
zero. It has said it expects to keep
rates there until it is confident infla-
tion will hold at its 2% target and the
labor market has healed, or returned
to what it calls “maximum employ-
ment.”

The central bank is also buying
$120 billion a month in Treasury and
mortgage securities to hold down
long-term rates, and it has committed
to continue those purchases until
achieving “substantial further
progress” toward its inflation and
employment goals.

Mr. Powell said the economy “is
still a ways off” from reaching that
standard, but that officials expect
progress to continue.

Fed officials are set to ramp up
their discussions over how and when
to reduce bond purchases at their
meeting in two weeks, but decisions
aren’t imminent. Mr. Powell said the
Fed would continue their discussions

“in coming meetings.” Several Fed
bank presidents have indicated they
are eager to start shrinking, or “taper-
ing,” the pace of those purchases.
Other senior Fed officials have sug-
gested the central bank shouldn’t be
in a rush.

Investors and Fed officials are
grappling not only with an unex-
pected blast of price pressures but
also with implementing a new policy
framework, unveiled in August 2020,
designed to seek periods of inflation
moderately above 2% after periods
below that level. Officials have been
vague around exactly what would be
an acceptable period or magnitude of
above-target inflation.

At last month’s meeting, 13 of 18
officials projected they would need to
raise interest rates from near zero by
2023, with most expecting to raise
their benchmark rate by 0.5 percent-
age point. Seven expected to raise
rates next year. The projections sur-
prised many investors because in
March, most officials expected to

hold rates steady through 2023.
The projections, along with com-

ments from Mr. Powell after the
meeting, suggested more officials
thought inflation pressures might
prove more stubborn than initially
anticipated and wanted to guard
against that risk by penciling in ear-
lier rate increases. The Fed often
changes its policy outlook in
response to changes in the balance of
risks to growth or increased uncer-
tainty around the most likely out-
comes.

Some investors thought that any
policy pivot risked undercutting the
Fed’s new framework and its toler-
ance for temporarily higher inflation.

“The question we face with this
inflation has nothing to do with our
framework,” Mr. Powell said at a news
conference last month.  The Fed’s
framework indicated officials
wouldn’t raise interest rates simply
because unemployment fell to low
levels to pre-empt anticipated infla-
tionary pressures, as the central bank

did during the previous expansion. 
“That is not at all the current situa-

tion. We have many millions of peo-
ple who are unemployed, and we
have inflation running well above our
target,” he said.

For months, Mr. Powell had used
pre-pandemic employment levels as
a guide for what might meet a work-
ing definition of “maximum employ-
ment.” But the Fed’s monetary policy
report, released last Friday, suggested
officials might be growing less confi-
dent about the possibility of return-
ing to the labour market conditions of
February 2020 without accepting
higher inflation.

The Fed flagged the risk that the
pandemic had left “long-lasting
effects on the structure of the labour
market,” including by accelerating
the adoption of new technologies or
the pace of worker retirements. “The
post-pandemic labour market and
the characteristics of maximum
employment may well be different
from those of early 2020,” the report
said.

Because many Fed officials are
likely to have concluded that their
inflation goals have been met, their
analysis of what constitutes “maxi-
mum employment” could be the
deciding factor in determining when
to raise rates.

Officials have also said they could
raise interest rates before the econ-
omy meets their employment objec-
tives if consumers’ and businesses’
inflation expectations accelerated.
The Fed pays close attention to infla-
tion expectations because they can
become self-fulfilling. Mr. Powell said
Wednesday that longer-term infla-
tion expectations have moved up
from their pandemic lows and are in
a range consistent with the commit-
tee’s longer-run inflation goal.
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Federal Reserve is still ‘a ways off ’ from reducing asset purchases, the central bank chairman tells US Congress

Inflation will moderate but 
may remain elevated: Powell 

Powell will present the Fed’s semi-annual monetary-policy report to the Senate Banking Committee on Thursday. BLOOMBERG

Citigroup 
Q2 profit 
at $6.2 bn 

The bank’s revenue fell 12% to 

$17.47 billion. BLOOMBERG

Crude prices fell soon after news of the deal, though they quickly 

recovered and were little changed in early New York trading. REUTERS

Nick Timiraos
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F
ederal Reserve chairman
Jerome Powell said inflation
had increased notably and
would likely remain elevated
in the coming months before

moderating.
Pandemic-related bottlenecks and

other supply constraints have led to
rapid price increases for certain
goods and services “which should
partially reverse as the effects of the
bottlenecks unwind,” Mr. Powell said
in imony prepared for delivery later
Wednesday before the House Finan-
cial Services Committee.

Mr. Powell is set to present the
Fed’s semi-annual monetary-policy
report to members of the committee
on Wednesday and to members of the
Senate Banking Committee on
Thursday.

US.consumer prices continued to
accelerate in June at the fastest pace
in 13 years as the recovery from the
pandemic gained steam. The Labour
Department reported Tuesday that

its consumer-
p r i c e  i n d e x
increased 5.4% in
June from a year

earlier. Excluding volatile food and
energy categories, prices rose 4.5%
from a year earlier, the most in 30
years.

While the Fed and many private
sector forecasters had expected infla-
tion to rise this year as a surge in con-
sumer spending collided with pan-
demic-related shortages and bottle-
necks, the strength of the last three
monthly inflation readings has been
greater than many anticipated. While
inflation is expected to decline, ques-
tions abound over how soon and how
low inflation will fall relative to the
Fed’s 2% target.

Summer Said
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O
PEC reached a com-
promise with the
United Arab Emirates,

agreeing to lift the amount of
oil the cartel member can
eventually pump as part of a
wider agreement with Russia-
led producers to boost global
supplies, according to people
familiar with the matter.

Crude prices fell immedi-
ately after news of the deal,
though they quickly recovered
and were little changed in
early New York trading. Brent,
the international benchmark,
was essentially flat at about
$76.50 a barrel. West Texas
Intermediate was trading
around $75.10 per barrel.

Earlier this month, the
Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries agreed
with a Russia-led group of pro-
ducers to increase production
to meet soaring demand and
tame climbing prices. The
group early last year cut 9.7
million barrels a day of crude,
the equivalent of about 10% of
demand at the time.

Demand has suddenly
accelerated as many econo-
mies, particularly in the devel-
oped world, start to hum again,
after wide-scale vaccination

drives and moderating new
caseloads in many places. The
group, called OPEC+, has pre-
viously agreed to add back
about 4 million barrels a day.

Early this month, most dele-
gates agreed to a deal that
would call for OPEC+ to
increase production by
400,000 barrels a day each
month through late 2022,
which would undo the
remaining curbs. But over sev-
eral days of talks, the U.A.E.
refused to sign on.

The country, one of OPEC’s
biggest producers and usually
a strong ally of the group’s de
facto leader, Saudi Arabia,
insisted its
own quota
be lifted as
part of any
deal.

The U.A.E. had asked for its
so-called baseline—or the max-
imum amount of oil the group
would recognize the country as
being capable of producing—
to be raised to 3.8 million bar-
rels a day from 3.2 million bar-
rels a day. In the compromise
reached Wednesday with
Saudi Arabia, the group agreed
to increase that to 3.65 million
barrels a day starting in April,
according to people familiar
with the matter.
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OPEC to lift UAE 
output baseline so 
it can pump more

room. They can be traded by
negotiation or auction, among
other means.

China’s officials have sig-
naled that they plan to add the
cement, aluminum and steel
sectors to the program next
year. The program is expected
to adopt stricter caps in the
future, although the timing
and scope hasn’t been deter-
mined, the people say.

It isn’t known how much an
allowance, equivalent to 1 met-
ric ton of carbon emissions,
will trade for. Based on
regional pilot projects in the
previous two years, the aver-
age price on the national mar-
ket is expected to be the equiv-
alent of $6.18 to $7.73, Zhao
Yingmin, China’s deputy envi-
ronment minister, said
Wednesday.

The starting price is much
lower than the roughly $59 to
$70 a metric ton in Europe’s
emissions trading program
and the $55 to $69 a ton in the
UK’s system. It would put
China’s carbon-emissions pri-
ces in line with those of a simi-
lar program in the US.

Emissions-trading experts
expect a slow start for the pro-
gram and for the first year to be
focused on ensuring basic
market functionality. “But
once it’s all in place, it’ll be one
of China’s best mechanisms to

Sha Hua
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C
hina is set to launch its
long-planned national
emissions-trading pro-

gram—a system that would
create the world’s largest car-
bon market and double the
share of global emissions cov-
ered under such programs.

The carbon market will help
the country lower green-
house-gas emissions and
achieve its goal of reaching
peak emissions before 2030
and carbon neutrality, or net
zero emissions, by 2060, offi-
cials said. China is the world’s
largest carbon emitter.

Invitations for launch cere-
monies set for Friday were
sent out, according to people
familiar with the situation.

The program will initially
involve 2,225 companies in the
power sector. Those compa-
nies are responsible for a sev-
enth of global carbon emis-
sions from fossil-fuel combus-
tion, according to calculations
by the International Energy
Agency.

Under the trading program,
emitters such as power plants
and factories are given a fixed
amount of carbon they are
allowed to release a year. They
can in turn buy or sell those
allowances. That pushes emit-
ters to think of controlling and
reducing emissions in terms of
a market.

Bloomberg earlier reported
that the carbon market would
start trading on Friday.

Over the next three to five
years, the market is set to
expand to seven additional
high-emissions industries:
petrochemicals, chemicals,
building materials, iron and
steel, nonferrous metals,
paper, and domestic aviation.

Rather than be subject to
the absolute caps on emissions
in other trading programs and
proposed by environmental
officials, Chinese companies
will start off with allowances
that use benchmarks based on
previous years’ performances,
giving them more wiggle

China to launch world’s largest 
emissions-trading programme

China is the world’s largest carbon emitter. GETTY

David Benoit
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C
itigroup Inc. said
Wednesday its second-
quarter profit soared

thanks to an increasingly
bright view of consumer
health.

The bank posted a profit of
$6.19 billion, or $2.85 per
share, compared with $1.06
billion, or $0.38 per share a
year earlier. That topped the
$1.97 per share that analysts
had expected, according to
FactSet.

Revenue fell 12% to $17.47
billion. That still topped ana-
lysts’ expectations of $17.22
billion.

A  y e a r
ago, Citi-
group and
other big

banks were socking away
funds to prepare for huge
losses on loans to consumers
and businesses. But those
losses haven’t materialized,
and banks have been shrink-
ing their rainy-day funds. In
the second quarter, Citigroup
freed up about $2.4 billion in
loan-loss reserves, boosting its
profit. That switch particularly
benefited Citigroup’s global
consumer bank. That unit
swung to a profit of $1.83 bil-
lion compared with a loss a
year ago. Consumer revenue
fell 7%. In the institutional cli-
ents group, which includes
investment banking and trad-
ing, profit more than doubled
to $3.82 billion and revenue
fell 14%.
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incentivize economically sus-
tainable carbon reductions
over the long term,” consult-
ing firm Trivium China told
clients in a note this week.

China’s ministry of ecology
and environment will act as
the trading platform’s regula-
tor and supervisor. Companies
are expected to compile and
submit their emissions data to
the provincial branches of the
ministry, which is charged
with veri-
fying the
i n f o r m a -
tion and
ensuring the system works as
planned. 

Failure to comply could
result in a maximum fine of
$4,600 or a reduction in future
allowances.

First floated in 2011, plans
for a nationwide program were
confirmed in a US-China joint
climate statement in the
run-up to the Paris climate
talks in 2015. The Covid-19
pandemic delayed plans for a
soft launch in 2020.

With high-level officials
busy before the Chinese Com-
munist Party’s centennial on 1
July, authorities had to post-
pone the targeted launch date
in late June by a few weeks,
people familiar with the mat-
ter said. 
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M
i c r o s o f t  C o r p .
unveiled a new ver-
sion of its flagship

operating system called Win-
dows 365 that is stored in the
company’s data centers and
delivered for users to access a
version of the software that is
fully set up on their personal
computers or tablets.

The cloud-based product
frees companies and users
from having to install Win-
dows and their various apps,
data and settings on every
machine they’d use. It will be a
good choice for employees
working from home, as well as
interns or contractors who
need a fast and temporary
setup that can easily be wiped
when they leave, Jared Spa-
taro, a Microsoft vice presi-
dent, said in an interview. 

The software will work on
machines running Google’s
Android or Apple Inc.’s iOS and
Mac operating systems. Win-
dows 365 is intended for users
who just want to point and click
to set up their cloud-based ser-
vice, Spataro said. Microsoft
will charge a monthly per user
fee and there will be three pre-
set tiers depending on comput-
ing power and storage,
although that can be custom-
ized more specifically for dif-
ferent prices. Users can size up
and down without having to
buy a new PC, and can also
choose between Windows 10
and the next version, Windows
11, when it’s available later this
year. 

A Microsoft survey earlier
this year found 73% of workers
want flexible work options to
remain after the pandemic.

Windows 365, not to be
confused with Microsoft 365,
or Office 365, goes on sale 2
August. Microsoft is announc-
ing the product Wednesday at
its Inspire conference for part-
ners.

Microsoft 
unveils new 
Windows to 
ease WFH

Sealed proposals are invited for enlistment of Vendors in two panels (i) For
Facility Management Services of Network Maintenance, VC facility and EPABX
and (ii) For Data Cabling work at Branches/Offices under SBI Delhi, Details of
the requirement may be viewed from SBI home page as under: http://www.sbi.
co.in/Procurement News.
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6th Floor, Local Head Office, 11, Parliament Street New Delhi-110001
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ଟି  ସଟି ିମରି  
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ଭୁବେନଶ୍ବର Á ଗରୁୁବାର Á ଜୁଲାଇ ୧୫ Á ୨୦୨୧ପଷୃ୍ଠା : ୫

ଡରିବାନ.ି.. ସେଚତନ ରହବିା
Protocols are sacrosanct. Let's try our best to abide by it.

ଦୁଇ େଚାର ଧରାପଡେିଲ 
କଟକ,ପଏିନଏସ: ଦୁଇ କୁଖ୍ୟାତ େଚାରଙୁ୍କ ବାଦାମବାଡ ି େପାଲସି ଗରିଫ କରଛି ି। ଅଭଯିkୁ dୟ େହେଲ 
ଛtବଜାର େକନାଲ େରାଡର ନେରnd ମlକି ଓ ମହଦିାସ ବଜାର ଅଞ୍ଚଳର ଜଗnାଥ େସଠୀ । ଉଭୟଙ୍କ 
ନକିଟରୁ ୫ଟ ିେଚାର ିେମାବାଇଲ ଉdାର କରାଯାଇଛ ି। ଗତ ଜୁନ ୨୬େର ଶଙ୍କରପରୁ ଡହି ସାହେିର 
ରହୁ ବା େଦବୀpସାଦଙ୍କ ଘରୁ ଦୁଇ ଦାମୀ େମାବାଇଲ େଚାର ିେହାଇଯାଇ ଲା । ଏେନଇ େଦବୀpସାଦଙ୍କ 
ଏତଲାkେମ ବାଦାମବାଡ ିେପାଲସି ଏକ ମାମଲା ରୁଜୁ କରି ଲା । େପାଲସି େମାବାଇଲର 
ଆଇଏମଇଆଇ ନମ୍ଵରକୁ ଟ୍ରାକ କର ିନେରndଙୁ୍କ  ପଚରାଉଚରା କରି ଲା । େସ ଓ ତା'ର ସାଙ୍ଗ ଜଗnାଥ 
େମାବାଇଲ େଚାର ିକରି ବା sୀକାର କରି ଲା ।

େଗାରୁ େବାେଝଇ ଗାଡ ିଜବତ
େଖାdର୍ା, ପଏିନଏସ: ସାରୁଅ bଜି ଉପରୁ ବାଘମାରୀ େପାଲସି ସn୍ୟାେର ଏକ େଗାରୁ େବାେଝଇ ଗାଡକୁି ଜବତ କରଛିି
ଗାଡେିର  ଥÒବା  ୭ଟ ିେଗାରୁଙୁ୍କ େପାଲସି ଉdାର କରଥିÒବାେବେଳ ଡ୍ରାଇଭର େଖାdର୍ା ଆଦଶର୍ଥାନା ତରତୁଆ gାମର 
ମନୁରି ଖାନ(୨୦) ଏବଂ େହଲପର କଟକ ଜlିା ବାଙି୍କ ଥାନା ଅnଗର୍ତ ନରଗଙ୍ଗ ଗାରଁ ଇନାମ ଖାନ (୩୫) କୁ ଗରିଫ 
କରଛିି  େତେବ ଗାଡଟି ିନରଗଙ୍ଗରୁ ତରତୁଆ ଅଭମିେୁଖ ଯାଉଥÒବାେବେଳ ବଶି୍ବs ସtୂରୁ ଖବର ପାଇ ବାଘମାରୀ 
େପାଲସି ଉk ଗାଡକୁି ସାରୁଅ bଜି ନକିଟେର ଅଟକାଇ େଗାରୁଙୁ୍କ ଉdାର କରଥିÒେଲ

 କଟକ,ପଏିନଏସ
େବଷୖୟକି ଯଗୁେର ଅନଲାଇନ 
େମାବାଇଲ େଗମ ଯବୁପଢିୀଙୁ୍କ 
ମେନାରଞ୍ଜନର େଖାରାକ େଯାଗାଉଛି 
ଟେିକ ଫୁରସତ ପାଇେଲ ଯବୁେଗାଷ୍ଠୀ 
ଏକାଠ ି େହାଇ ଏହାକୁ େଖଳ ି ସମୟ 
ଅତବିାହତି କରୁଛn ି । ଯଏି େଯଉଁଠ ି
ଥାଉ, ଅନଲାଇନେର େଯାଡ ି େହାଇ 
ଏ େର େଖଳପିାରୁଛn ି । େତଣ ୁ
ବtର୍ମାନ ସମୟେର ଏହ ି େଗମର 
ଚାହଦିା େବଶ ବଢଯିାଇଛ ି । କnୁି 
ଏହ ି େଗମ େକେତେବେଳ େଯ 
ବପିଦ ଡାକଆିଣବି ତାହା କହବିା 
ମsୁଲି । ବଗିତ ଦନିେର ବ୍ଲ-ୁେହ୍ଵଲ, 
େପାକ-ିମନ, ପବ-ଜ,ି ଫି୍ର-ଫାୟାର, 
କାଉଣ୍ଟର-ଷ୍ଟ୍ରାଇକ ଭଳ ି ଅନଲାଇନ 
େଗମ େଖଳୁ ବା ସମୟେର ଅେନକ 
ଜୀବନ ଯାଇ ବାର ନଜରି ରହଛି ି । 
ସାଧାରଣତଃ ଅସାବଧାନତା େଯାଗୁଁ 
ଏପର ି ଅଘଟଣ ଘଟଥିାଏ । ବୁଧବାର 
ଏପର ି ଅଘଟଣର ପନୁରାବୃt ି
କଟକେର େଦଖିବାକୁ ମଳିଛି ି। 

ଫି୍ର-ଫୟାର େଗମ େଖଳୁ ଲା 
େବେଳ ଜେଣ ୧୫ ବଷର୍ର ନାବାଳକକୁ 
ଦ୍ରୁତଗାମୀ େଟ୍ରନ ଧkା େଦଇଛ ି । 
ଘଟଣାଟ ିଘଟଛି ିଖପରୁଆି କାଠେଯାଡ ି
ନଦୀ ଉପର େଦଇ ଯାଇ ବା େରଳ 
ଧାରଣାେର । େଟ୍ରନ ଧkାେର ନାବାଳକ 
ଜଣକ ନଦୀକୁ ଖସପିଡ ି ନେିଖାଜ 
େହାଇଯାଇଛn ି।

ଘଟଣାଟ ି ଏମତିି ବୁଧବାର 
ସn୍ୟା ସମୟ । ବଶିନିାବର ଅଞ୍ଚଳର 
ମଟୁି ମହାnଙି୍କ ପଅୁ ମଙୁ୍ଗ ଓରଫ 
ସଜୁତି(୧୫) ତାର ୩ ଜଣ ସାଙ୍ଗଙ୍କ 
ସହତି ମଣ ିମnରି ନକିଟେର ଫି୍ର ଫାୟାର 
େଗମ େଖଳୁ ଲା । କଛି ିସମୟ ପେର 
େସମାେନ ମnରି ସmଖୁ କାଠେଯାଡ ି
େରଳ ଧାରଣା ଉପରକୁ ଚଢି େଲ । 
େରଳ ଧାରଣା ଉପେର ୪ ଜଣ ଆଗପଛ 
େହାଇ ଫି୍ର ଫାୟାର େଗମ େଖଳ ିେଖଳ ି
େଗାପାଳପରୁ ଆଡକୁ ବଢଚିାଲେିଲ । 
ଆଗେର ମଙୁ୍ଗ କାନେର ଇୟର େଫାନ 

େଦଇ ଚାଲ ିଚାଲ ିଯାଉ ଲା େବେଳ, 
ପଛେର ତନି ି ଜଣ ସାଙ୍ଗ ରହ ି େଲ । 
େସମାେନ େଖଳେର ଏେତ ମସଗଲୁ 
େହାଇଯାଇ େଲ େଯ, େରଳ ଧାରଣା 
ଉପେର କାଠେଯାଡ ି ନଦୀର ମଝ ି
ଯାଏ ଚାଲ ିଯାଇ େଲ । ଏହ ିସମୟେର 
ହଠାତ କଟକ େଷ୍ଟସନ ପଟୁ େଗାଟଏି 
େଟ୍ରନ ଆସି ଲା । ଦ୍ରୁତ ଗତେିର େଟ୍ରନ 
ମାଡ ି ଆସୁ ବା େଦଖି ପଛେର ବା 
ଜେଣ ସାଙ୍ଗ ବଡ ପାଟକିର ି ସମsଙୁ୍କ 
କହ ି ଲା । କnୁି ଆଗେର ଯାଉ ବା ମଙୁ୍ଗ 
କାନେର ଇୟର େଫାନ ଲଗାଇ ବାର 
ସାଙ୍ଗର ଡାକ ଶଣୁପିାରନି ଲା । ଏପେଟ 
ପଛେର ବା ତନି ି ଜଣ ସାଙ୍ଗ େରଳ 
ଧାରଣାେର ଝୁଲ ି ପଡ ି ଅllେକ ବt 
ଯାଇ େଲ । ମାt େଟ୍ରନ ମଙୁ୍ଗକୁ ଧkା 
େଦଇ ଲା । ଦୁଘର୍ଟଣା ଏେତ ଭୟଙ୍କର 
ଲା େଯ, େରଳ ଧାରଣାେର ଚଳnା 
େଟ୍ରନର କmନ ଅନୁଭବ କର ି ମଙୁ୍ଗ 

ପଛକୁ ବୁଲବିା kଣ ିେଟ୍ରନ ତାକୁ ଧkା 
େଦଇ ଲା । ଫଳେର ଆଖି ଆଗେର 
ମଙୁ୍ଗ ରkାk ଅବsାେର କାଠେଯାଡ ି
ନଦୀ ଭତିରକୁ ଖସପିଡି ଲା େବାଲ ି
ସାଙ୍ଗମାେନ କହଛିn ି । ଏହ ି ଘଟଣା 
ପେର ତନି ିଜଣ ସାଙ୍ଗ ଘରକୁ େଫରଆିସ ି
ଅଘଟଣ ବଷିୟେର ପରବିାର େଲାକଙୁ୍କ 
କହ ି େଲ । ଏହ ି କଥା ଶଣୁବିା ପେର 
ମଙୁ୍ଗର ପରବିାରେର େକାଳାହଳ ଆରm 
େହାଇଯାଇ ଲା । େସେତେବଳକୁ 
ଅnାର େଘାଟ ିଆସଥିÒବାରୁ ବାପା ମଟୁି 
ଓ ଅଞ୍ଚଳବାସୀ ଟcର୍, ଇମରେଜନ୍ସ ି
ଲାଇଟ ଧର ି ନଦୀ ଓ ଆଖପାଖ 
ଅଞ୍ଚଳେର େଖାଜାେଖାଜ ିକେଲ । ମାt 
ମଙୁ୍ଗର ସnାନ ପାଇନ େଲ । ଏହ ି
ଖବର ପାଇ ବାଦାମବାଡ ି ଥାନା ଓ 
ଜଆିରପ ି ଅ କାରୀ ଘଟଣାsଳେର 
ପହଞ୍ଚ ି େଖାଜାେଖାଜ ି ଚଳାଇଥÒେଲ 
ମ  କଛି ିଫଳ ମଳିନିାହ ମଙୁ୍ଗ ନଦୀ 

ଭତିରକୁ ଖସପିଡି ବା ଜାଣବିା ପେର 
ଦମକଳ ବାହନିୀକୁ ଉdାରକାଯର୍୍ୟେର 
ନେିୟାଜତି କରାଯାଇ ଲା ରାତ ି
ଅnକାରେର ଦମକଳ ବାହନିୀ ପାୱାର 
େବାଟ ଓ ଆବଶ୍ୟକ ଉପକରଣ େଯାେଗ 
କାଠେଯାଡ ିନଦୀେର ଦୀଘର୍ ସମୟ ଧର ି
ତଲାସ ିଜାର ିରଖି େଲ । କnୁି ରେିପାଟର୍ 
େଲଖା େହବା ପଯର୍୍ୟn ନେିଖାଜ ମଙୁ୍ଗର 
ସnାନ ମଳିନିଥÒÒଲା 

େତେବ ଏହ ି ଘଟଣା େଯତକି ି
ସେମ୍ଵଦନଶୀଳ, େସତକି ିଦାୟtିହୀନତା 
ତଥା ଅସାବଧାନତାକୁ ଦଶର୍ାଉଛି ବଗିତ 
ଦନିେର ଏପର ି ଅଘଟଣ ବାରମ୍ଵାର 
ଘଟବିାରୁ େକnd ସରକାର େକେତକ 
ଅନଲାଇନ େଗମକୁ ନଷିdି େଘାଷଣା 
କରି େଲ ଏହାସହ ସାବଧାନ 
ପରଖିବାକୁ ନେିdର୍ଶନାମା ଜାର ି
କରି େଲ । କnୁି ଏହା ସେtt ପଲିାଙ୍କ 
ଅଭଭିାବକ ହୁଅnୁ, ଅବା େଗମ େଖଳୁ ବା 
ପଲିା ନେିଜ େସ pତ ି ସେଚତନ 
େହଉନାହାn ି। ଫଳେର ଏପର ିଅଘଟଣ 
ବାରମ୍ଵାର ଘଟୁ ବା କୁହାଯାଉଛ ି।

 ଭୁବେନଶର, ପଏିନଏସ
ମହାମାରୀ କେରାନା ପାଇଁ ଚାରଆିେଡ ତାଲାବn 
ଚାଲଛି ି । େପାଲସି pଶାସନର କଡା pହରା ସହ 
େଯାରଦାର ଯାଞ୍ଚ ମ  ଚାଲଛି ି । କnୁି ଏହ ିସମୟେର 
ନଶିା ମାଫିଆ ମାେନ ସkୟି େହାଇଉଠଛିn ି।  ବୁଧବାର 
କମସିନେରଟ େପାଲସିର େsଶାଲ sାଡର୍ ଓ ଭରତପରୁ 
ଥାନା େପାଲସିର ମଳିତି ଚଢଉେର ଏକ ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ ଭt 
କାର ସହ ୩ ଜଣଙୁ୍କ ଗରିଫ କରାଯାଇଛ ି । ଗରିଫ 
ଅଭଯିkୁ ମାେନ େହେଲ କnମାଳ ଜlିା ସଦର ଥାନା 
ଅnଗର୍ତ ପପିଳ ି gାମର ଜୟରାମ ଦଗିଲ (୩୦) 
ରୁଷଆି ଦଗିଲ (୩୧) ଓ କnମାଳ ଜlିା ଜ.ିଉଦୟଗରି ି
ଥାନା ସେୁଜଲ ିgାମର ବେିନାଦ ନାଏକ । େସମାନଙ୍କ 
ନକିଟରୁ ଏକ କାର ଓ ୨୮ ପ୍ୟାେକଟେର ବା ୯୦ 
କେିଲା ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ ଜବତ କରବିା ସହ ଅଭଯିkୁ ମାନଙୁ୍କ 
ଅଦାଲତ ଚାଲଣ କରାଯାଇଛ ି। 

ସଚୂନାେଯାଗ୍ୟେଯ ବୁଧବାର େଭାର ସମୟେର 

ଏକ ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ ଭt ମାରୁତ ିସଇୁପ୍ଟ କାର ଫୁଲବାଣୀରୁ 
ଭୁବେନଶ୍ଵର ଅଭମିେୁଖ ଆସୁ ଲା । େକୗଣସ ିସtୂରୁ 
କମସିନେରଟ େପାଲସିର େsଶାଲ sାଡର୍ ଏହ ିଖବର 
ପାଇ େଲ । sତnt ଦଳ ଓ ଭରତପରୁ ଥାନା େପାଲସି 
ମଳିତି ଭାେବ ୧୬ ଜାତୀୟ ରାଜପଥର ପାtପଡା 
ଛକ ନକିଟେର ଜଗ ିରହ ି େଲ । କାରଟ ିପାtପଡା 
ଛକ ଅତkିମ କରବିା ସମୟେର ଅଟକାଇବାକୁ େଚଷ୍ଟା 
କରି େଲ କାରଟ ି ନମାନ ି ପଳାଇବାକୁ େଚଷ୍ଟା 

କରୁ ବା ସମୟେର େପାଲସି େସମାନଙୁ୍କ ଧରବିାେର 
ସଫଳ େହାଇ େଲ । ଉk କାର ଡକିେିର ୨୮ ଟ ି
ପ୍ୟାେକଟେର ୯୦ କେିଲା ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ ଜବତ କରବିା ସହ 
କାରକୁ େପାଲସି ଜବତ କରଛିି ୩ ଜଣ ଅଭଯିkୁଙୁ୍କ 
ବୁଧବାର ଦନି ଗରିଫ କର ିେକାଟର୍ ଚାଲଣ କରାଯାଇଛ ି
। ସଚୂନା ଥାଉକ ିଗତ ୪/୫ ଦନି ପବୂର୍ରୁ ଏସଟଏିଫ 
dାରା ଖଣ୍ଡଗରି ିଛକ ନକିଟରୁ ୧୩୫ କେିଲା ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ 
ଜବତ କରାଯାଇ ଲା ।

େଚାର ିକର ି୨ ଗରିଫ

 ଭୁବେନ ର,ପଏିନଏସ
ଘେର େକହ ିନ ବାେବେଳ ତାଲା ଭାଙ୍ଗ ିେଚାର ିକରବିା ଅଭେିଯାଗେର ନୟାପlୀ 
ଥାନା େପାଲସି  ୨ଲୁେଟରାଙୁ୍କ  ଗରିଫ କରଛି ି। ଗରିଫ ଅଭଯିkୁ dୟ େହେଲ ନୟାପlୀ 
େଭାଇସାହରି ଦୀପକ େବେହରା ଓରଫ ନn(୨୮) ଓ tନିାଥନଗର ବsରି 
ସମୁn ଦଗିଲ ଓରଫ କରଣ (୩୧) । ଏମାନଙ୍କ ନକିଟରୁ ଟଭି,ି gାଇଣ୍ଡର, ଫ୍ୟାନ, 
ପାଣମିଟର, ଗ୍ୟାସ ସଲିଣି୍ଡର ଆଦ ିଜବତ କରାଯାଇଛ ି । ଏେନଇ େପାଲସି ଏକ 
ମାମଲା ରୁଜୁ କର ିଅଭଯିkୁdୟଙୁ୍କ ବୁଧବାର େକାଟର୍ ଚାଲାଣ କରଛି ି। ଧଉଳ ିଥାନା 
ଅnଗର୍ତ ଶଶିପୁାଳଗଡ ପ୍ଲଟ ନମ୍ଵର ୪୯୦େର ରହୁ ବା ମହିରି କୁମାର ବଶି୍ଵାଳ(୪୮)
ଙ୍କ ନୟାପlୀ ଅଞ୍ଚଳେର ଏକ ଘର ରହଛି ି। ଗତ ୧୧ ତାରଖିେର ତାଙ୍କ ଘେର େକହ ି
ନ ବାେବେଳ େଚାରମାେନ ପଶ ିସବର୍s େଚାର ିକର ିେନଇ େଲ । ଏେନଇ େସ ତା 
ପରଦନି େପାଲସି ନକିଟେର ଅଭେିଯାଗ କରି େଲ । ଅଭେିଯାଗ ପେର େପାଲସି 
ଘଟଣାର ତଦn କର ିଜାଣବିାକୁ ପାଇଲା େଯ, ଅଭଯିkୁ ସମୁn ଓ ଦୀପକ େଚାର ି
କରବିାପେର କଛି ିେଚାରୀ ସାମgୀକୁ ନଜି ନଜି ଭତିେର ଭାଗ କରେିନବା ସହ ଆଉ 
କଛି ିେଚାରୀ ସାମgୀକୁ ବଜିୟ ନାମକ ବ୍ୟkକୁି ବkି ିକର ିେଦଇ େଲ । ଏହାପେର 
ପଲୁସି େସମାନଙ୍କ ଘେର ଚଢ଼ଉ କର ିଗରିଫ କରଛି ି। ଏମାନଙ୍କ ନାେଁର ଲkୀସାଗର 
ଓ ଅନ୍ୟ ଥାନା ଗଡ଼ୁକିେର ଏକା କ ଅପରାଧୀକ ମାମଲା ରହଛି ି।

ଭିଡଓିେଗମ କାଳ େହଲା

ଫି୍ର-ଫାୟାର ନଶିା ନାବାଳକକୁ େଟ୍ରନ ଧkା େଦଲା

 ରkାk ଅବsାେର 
ନଦୀକୁ ଖସପିଡଲିା

 ଉdାର କାଯ  ଜାରି

 କଟକ,ପଏିନଏସ
ବୁଧବାର ଅପରାhେର ଏକ ଦୁଘର୍ଟଣାେର ଦୁଇ ଯବୁତୀ 
ଗରୁୁତର ଆହତ େହାଇଛnି ଶଖିରପରୁ ଗରୁୁdାର ନକିଟେର 
ରହୁ ବା ଯବୁତୀ dୟ ଅପରାh pାୟ ୨ଟା ସମୟେର 
ମାଲେଗାଦାମରୁ ରାସନ ସାମgୀ କଣି ି sଟୁେିର ଘରକୁ 
େଫରୁ େଲ । ଚାଉଳଆିଗଞ୍ଜ ଥାନା ସmଖୁେର ପଛରୁ ଆସୁ ବା 

ଏକ ଟ୍ରକ େସମାନଙୁ୍କ ଧkା େଦଇ ଲା । ଉଭୟ ଦୂରକୁ 
ଛଟିକି ିପଡବିା ପେର ଟ୍ରକଟ ିsଟୁ ିଉପେର ମାଡ ିଯାଇ ଲା 
ଫଳେର ଯବୁତୀ dୟଙ୍କ ହାତ ଓ େଗାଡ ଭାଙ୍ଗଯିାଇ ଲା । 
େପାଲସି ତୁରn ଘଟଣାsଳେର ପହଞ୍ଚ Ò ଉଭୟଙୁ୍କ ଉdାର କର ି
ଏସସବି ିେମଡକିାଲକୁ ପଠାଇବା ସହ ଦୁଘର୍ଟଣା ଘଟାଇ ବା 
ଟ୍ରକ(ଓଆର-୦୫-ଡବ୍ଲ-ୁ୭୬୫୧)କୁ ଜବତ କରଛି ି।

ଟ୍ରକ ଧkାେର ଦୁଇ ଯବୁତୀ ଗରୁୁତର

କାର ସହ ୯୦ କେିଲା ଗେଞ୍ଜଇ ଜବତ

ଚାଷୀ ୁ ବହିନ େଯାଗାଯାଉ
 କଟକ,ପଏିନଏସ

ବtର୍ମାନ ଚାଷବାସ ସମୟେର ସରକାର 
ଚାଷୀମାନଙୁ୍କ ସରକାରୀ ମଲୂ୍ୟେର  
ବହିନ,ସାର, କୀଟନାଶକ ଔଷଧ 
େଯାଗାଇ େଦଉନାହାn ି । ଫଳେର 
ବହିନ, ସାର,କୀଟନାଶକ ଔଷଧ କଳା 
ବଜାର ଦୁଇ ଗଣୁରୁ ଅ କ ଦାମେର 
ବkି ି େହଉଛ ି । ଏହାର pତବିାଦେର 
ଅଲ ଇଣ୍ଡଆି କଷିାନ େkତ ମଜଦୂର 
ସଙ୍ଗଠନ, ଓଡଶିା ରାଜ୍ୟ କମଟି ିପkରୁ 
ସpାହ ବ୍ୟାପୀ ଆେnାଳନ ଡ଼ାକରା 
ଦଆିଯାଇଛ ି। କଟକ ଜlିା କମଟି ିପkରୁ 
ବହିନ, ସାର, କୀଟନାଶକ ଔଷଧର 
ସରକାରୀ ଦାମ ସମs ଡଲିରଙ୍କ 
େଦାକାନ ଆଗେର ଲଗାଇବାକୁ ଦାବ ି
କରାଯାଉଛ ିେବାଲ ି  ଆବାହକ ବସn 
ନାୟକ କହଛିnି
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